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 In the favoured core-accretion model of formation of planetary systems, 
solid planetesimals accumulate to build up planetary cores, which then accrete 
nebular gas if they are sufficiently massive. Around M-dwarf stars (the most 
common stars in our Galaxy), this model favours the formation of Earth-mass 
(M⊕) to Neptune-mass planets with orbital radii of 1 to 10 astronomical units (AU), 
which is consistent with the small number of gas giant planets known to orbit M-
dwarf host stars1-4. More than 170 extrasolar planets have been discovered with a 
wide range of masses and orbital periods, but planets of Neptune’s mass or less 
have not hitherto been detected at separations of more than 0.15 AU from normal 
stars. Here we report the discovery of a 5.5!2.7+5.5M⊕ planetary companion at a 
separation of 

 
2.6!0.6

+1.5  AU from a 
  
0.22!0.11

+0.21  solar mass (M) M-dwarf star. star, where 
M refers to a solar mass. (We propose to name it OGLE-2005-BLG-390Lb, 
indicating a planetary mass companion to the lens star of the microlensing event.) 
The mass is lower than that of GJ876d (ref. 5), although the error bars overlap. 
Our detection suggests that such cool, sub-Neptune-mass planets may be more 
common than gas giant planets, as predicted by the core accretion theory. 
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Gravitational microlensing events can reveal extrasolar planets orbiting the 
foreground lens stars if the light curves are measured frequently enough to characterize 
planetary light curve deviations with features lasting a few hours6-9. Microlensing is 
most sensitive to planets in Earth-to-Jupiter-like orbits with semi-major axes in the 
range 1-5 AU. The sensitivity of the microlensing method to low-mass planets is 
restricted by the finite angular size of the source stars10,11, limiting detections to planets 
of a few Earth masses (M⊕) for giant source stars, but allowing the detection of planets 
as small as 0.1M⊕ for main sequence source stars in the Galactic Bulge. The PLANET 
collaboration12 maintains the high sampling rate required to detect low mass planets 
while monitoring the most promising of the > 500 microlensing events discovered 
annually by the OGLE collaboration, as well as  events discovered by MOA. A decade 
of pioneering microlensing searches has resulted in the recent detections of two Jupiter-
mass extrasolar planets13,14 with orbital separations of a few AU by the combined 
observations of the OGLE, MOA, MicroFUN and PLANET collaborations. The 
absence of perturbations to stellar microlensing events can be used to constrain the 
presence of planetary lens companions. With large samples of events, upper limits on 
the frequency of Jupiter-mass planets have been placed over an orbital range of 1-10 
AU, down to Earth mass planets15-17 for the most common stars of our galaxy. 

On 11 July 2005, the OGLE Early Warning System18 announced the microlensing 
event OGLE-2005-BLG-390 (α = 17:54:19.2, δ = -30:22:38, J2000) with a relatively 
bright clump giant as a source star. Subsequently, PLANET, OGLE and MOA 
monitored it with their different telescopes. After peaking at a maximum magnification 
of Amax = 3.0 on July 31, 2005, a short duration deviation from a single lens light curve 
was detected on 9 August 2005 by PLANET. As described below, this deviation was 
due to a low-mass planet orbiting the lens star. 

From analysis of colour-magnitude diagrams, we derive the following reddening-
corrected colours and magnitudes for the source star: (V-I)0 = 0.85, I0 = 14.25 and (V-
K)0 = 1.9. We used the surface brightness relation20 linking the emerging flux per solid 
angle of a light-emitting body to its colour, calibrated by interferometric observations, 
to derive an angular radius of 5.25 ± 0.73 µas, which corresponds to a source radius of 
 
9.6 ± 1.3R!  if the source star is at a distance of 8.5 kpc. From its colours, the star is a 
5200 K giant, which corresponds to G4 III spectral type.  

Figure 1 shows our photometric data for microlensing event OGLE 2005-BLG-
390 and the best planetary binary lens model. The best-fit model has χ2 = 562.26 for 
650 data points, 7 lens parameters, and 12 flux normalization parameters, for a total of 
631 degrees or freedom. Model length parameters in Table 1 are expressed in units of 
the Einstein ring radius RE (typically ~2 AU for a Galactic Bulge system), the size of the 
ring image that would be seen in case of perfect lens-source alignment. In modelling the 
light curve, we adopted linear limb darkening laws21 with ГI = 0.538 and ГR = 0.626, 
appropriate for this G4III giant source star, to describe the centre-to-limb variation of 
the intensity profile in the I and R bands. Four different binary lens modelling codes 
were used to confirm that the model we present is the only acceptable model for the 
observed light curve. The best alternative model is one with a large flux-ratio binary 
source with a single lens, which has gross features that are similar to a planetary 
microlensing event22. However, as shown in Figure 1, this model fails to account for the 
PLANET-Perth, PLANET-Danish and OGLE measurements near the end of the 
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planetary deviation, and it is formally excluded by Δχ2 = 46.25 with 1 fewer model 
parameters.  

The planet is designated OGLE-2005-BLG-390Lb, where the "Lb" suffix 
indicates the secondary component of the lens system with a planetary mass ratio. The 
microlensing fit determines directly only the planet-to-star mass ratio, q = 7.6 ± 0.7 × 
10-5 and the projected separation in units of RE, d = 1.610 ± 0.008. Although the planet 
and star masses are not directly determined for planetary microlensing events, we can 
derive their probabilities densities. We have performed a Bayesian analysis23 employing 
the Galactic models and mass functions described in refs. [11,23]. We averaged over the 
distances and velocities of the lens and source stars,  subject to the constraints due to the 
angular diameter of the source and the measured parameters given in Table 1. This 
analysis gives a 95% probability that the planetary host star is a main sequence star, a 
4% probability that it is a white dwarf, and a probability of < 1% that it is a neutron star 
or black hole. The host star and planet parameter probability densities for a main 
sequence lens star are shown in Figure 2 for the Galactic model used in ref. [23]. The 
medians of the lens parameter probability distributions yield a companion mass of 
5.5!2.7

+5.5
M"  and an orbital separation of 2.6!0.6

+1.5 AU  from the 
 
0.22!0.11

+0.21
M!  lens star, which 

is located at a distance of DL = 6.6 ± 1.0 kpc, where the error bars indicate the central 
68% confidence interval. These median parameters imply that the planet receives only 
0.1% of the radiation from its host star that the Earth receives from the Sun, so the 
likely surface temperature of the planet is ~50 K, similar to the temperatures of Neptune 
and Pluto. 

The parameters of this event are near the limits of microlensing planet 
detectability for a giant source star. The separation of d = 1.61 is near the outer edge of 
the so-called lensing zone7, which has the highest planet detection probability, and the 
planet’s mass is about a factor 2 above the detection limit set by the finite size of the 
source star. Planets with q > 10-3 and d ≈ 1 are much easier to detect, and so it may be 
that the parameters of OGLE 2005-BLG-390Lb represent a more common type of 
planet. This can be quantified by simulating planetary light curves with different values 
of q and θ, but the remaining parameters fixed to the values for the 3 known 
microlensing planets. We find that the probability of detecting a q ≈ 4-7 × 10-3 planet, 
like the first two microlens planets13,14, is ~50 times larger than the probability of 
detecting a q = 7.6 × 10-5 planet like OGLE 2005-BLG-390Lb. This suggests that, at the 
orbital separations probed by microlensing, sub-Neptune mass planets are significantly 
more common than large gas giants around the most common stars in our Galaxy. 
Similarly, the first detection of a sub-Neptune mass planet at the outer edge of the 
“lensing zone” provides a hint that these sub-Neptune mass planets may tend to reside 
in orbits with semi-major axes a > 2 AU. 

The core-accretion model of planet formation predicts that rocky/icy 5-15 Earth-
mass planets orbiting their host stars at 1-10 AU are much more common than Jupiter-
mass planets, and this prediction is consistent with the small fraction of M-dwarfs with 
planets detected by radial velocities3,5 and with previous limits from microlensing15. 
Our discovery of such a low-mass planet by gravitational microlensing lends further 
support to this model, but more detections of similar and lower mass planets over a 
wide range of orbits are clearly needed. Planets with separations of ~0.1 AU will be 
detected routinely by the radial velocity method or space observations of planetary 
transits in the coming years24,25,26,27, but the best chance to increase our understanding 
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of such planets over orbits of 1-10 AU in the next 5-10 years is by future interferometer 
programs28 and more advanced microlensing surveys11,29,30. 
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Microlensing Fit Parameters 

d = (star-planet separation) /RE 1.610 ± 0.008 

q = planet:star mass ratio (7.6 ± 0.7) × 10-5 

u0 = (closest approach)/RE 0.359 ± 0.005 

tE = Einstein ring radius crossing time 11.03±0.11 days  

t0 = time of closest approach 31.231 ± 0.005 July 2005 UT 

t∗ = source star radius crossing time 0.282 ± 0.010 days 

θ = angle of source motion 2.756 ± 0.003 rad 

 

Table 1: The parameters for the best binary lens model for the OGLE 2005-
BLG-390 microlensing event light curve are shown with their 1-σ uncertainties. 
A number of these parameters are scaled to the Einstein ring radius, which is 
given by 

  
RE = 2 GMDL (DS ! DL ) / (c

2DS ) , where DL and DS are the lens and 
source distances, respectively. θ is the angle of source motion with respect to 
the lens axis. 
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Figure 1 : The observed light curve of the OGLE-2005-BLG-390 microlensing 
event and best fit model plotted as a function of time. The data set consists of 
650 data points from PLANET Danish (ESO La Silla, red points), PLANET Perth 
(blue), PLANET Canopus (Hobart, cyan), RoboNet Faulkes North (Hawaii, 
green), OGLE (Las Campanas, black), MOA (Mt John Observatory, brown). 
This photometric monitoring was done in the I band (with the exception of 
Faulkes R band data and MOA custom red passband) and real-time data 
reduction was performed with the different OGLE, PLANET and MOA data 
reduction pipelines. Danish and Perth data were finally reduced by the image 
subtraction technique19 with the OGLE pipeline. The top left inset shows the 
OGLE light curve extending over the previous 4 years, whereas the top right 
one shows a zoom of the planetary deviation, covering a time interval of 1.5 
days. The solid curve is the best binary lens model described in the text with a 
planet-to-star mass ratio of q = 7.6 ± 0.7 × 10-5, and a projected separation d = 
1.610 ± 0.008 RE (where RE is the Einstein ring radius). The dashed grey curve 
is the best binary source model that is rejected by the data, while the dashed 
orange line is the best single lens model.  
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Figure 2 : Bayesian probability densities for the properties of the planet and its 
host star. The individual panels show the masses of the lens star and its planet 
(a), their distance from the observer (b), the three-dimensional separation or 
semi-major axis of an assumed circular planetary orbit (c) and the orbital period 
of the planet (d). The bold, curved line in each panel is the cumulative 
distribution, with the percentiles listed on the right. The dashed vertical lines 
indicate the medians, and the shading indicates the central 68.3% confidence 
intervals, while dots and arrows on the abscissa mark the expectation value and 
standard deviation. All estimates follow from a Bayesian analysis assuming a 
standard model for the disk and bulge population of the Milky Way and the 
stellar mass function of ref. [23], and a prior for the source distance DS=1.05 
±0.25 RGC (where RGC= 7.62 ± 0.32 kpc for the Galactic Centre distance). The 
medians of these distributions yield a 

 
5.5!2.7

+5.5  Earth mass planetary companion 
at a separation of 

 
2.6!0.6

+1.5 AU from a 
   
0.22!0.11

+0.21M!  Galactic Bulge M-dwarf at a 
distance of 6.6 ± 1.0 kpc from the Sun. The median planetary period is 

 
9!3

+9  
years. The logarithmic means of these probability distributions (which obey 
Kepler’s third law) are a separation of 2.9 AU, a period of 10.4 years, and 
masses of 

   0.22M!  and   5.5M!  for the star and planet, respectively. In each plot, 
the independent variable for the probability density is listed within square 
brackets. The distribution of planet-star mass ratio was taken to be independent 
of the stellar mass, and a uniform prior was assumed for the planet-star 
separation distribution. 

 

 

 


